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ABSTRACT

MUXING is a telephone-based conversational system that allows
users to access weather information in Mandarin Chinese over
the telephone. AlthoughMUXING utilizes the same architec-
ture as well as most of the same human language technology
components as its English predecessor,JUPITER, some modifi-
cations to the system were necessary to account for differences
between English and Mandarin Chinese. In addition, the weather
database needed to be modified to reflect regions of greater in-
terest to potential Chinese users. This paper describes our sys-
tem development effort, paying particular attention to Mandarin-
specific changes to the originalJUPITERsystem.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the past decade, our group has been conducting research
leading to the development of conversational systems that enable
users to access and manage information using spoken dialogue.
In this context, multilinguality has always been an important re-
search topic. Our approach to developing multilingual conver-
sational systems is predicated on the assumption that it is pos-
sible to extract from the input acommon, language-independent
semantic representation, aninterlingua. To promote portabil-
ity, we have adopted the strategy of requiring that each compo-
nent in the system be as language transparent as possible. Where
language-dependent information is required, we have attempted
to isolate it in the form of external models, tables, or rules. Thus
far, we have applied this formalism successfully across several
languages and domains [1, 2].

In 1997, we introduced theJUPITER weather information sys-
tem in English [3]. AsJUPITERgains maturity, it has become
the platform for our multilingual spoken language research ef-
fort. This paper describesMUXING 2, a conversational system
providing weather information in Mandarin Chinese. MUXING

employs the same Galaxy Communicator architecture [4] as its
English predecessor. It also utilizes most of the same human
language technology components, although some modifications
were necessary for differences between English and Mandarin
Chinese. In addition, the weather database needed to be modified
to reflect regions of greater interest to potential Chinese users.
This paper describes our system development effort, focusing

1This work was supported by DARPA under contract N66001-99-1-8904
monitored through Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center,
by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. IRI-9618731, and by a
contract from the Industrial Technology Research Institute.

2“Muxing” is the Chinese name for the planet Jupiter.

on Mandarin-specific issues in recognition, language modeling,
translation of the weather reports, database, and synthesis. Due
to space limitations, readers are referred to our other publications
for a background description ofJUPITER.

2. SPEECH RECOGNITION

Creating a lexicon for Mandarin is difficult, since the definition
of a word is often arbitrary, leading to potential redundancy. For
example, a city can be referred to by its name (e.g.,“beijing”), or
by adding modifiers to the name, (e.g., “beijing city”, “beijing
area”, or even “beijing city area”). If each of these is represented
as a single word, the lexicon could become unwieldy. There is
clearly a trade-off between defining larger lexical units by “un-
derbarring” frequently appearing sequences of common words,
at the expense of a substantial growth in the size of the lexicon.

Our solution to this problem is to use underbars sparingly,
defining only the obvious words, such as “bei3jing1(beijing)”,
“shi4(city)”, and “di4 qu1(area).” To enhance the power of the
language model, we have developed a mechanism to automati-
cally create a statistical hierarchical language model, based on
context free rewrite rules. We adopt pinyin as the symbol set,
rather than characters. Thus, in the example, the concept of “bei-
jing” city can be realized as “bei3jing1” followed by optional
modifiers such as “shi4,” as well as many other variants.

In the remainder of this section, we will first identify our baseline
system and data. We will then describe the acoustic modeling as-
pects, followed by the language modeling approach. Finally, we
summarize recognition results, for a number of different experi-
mental conditions.

2.1. Baseline System

The recognizer uses the segment-basedSUMMIT system [8]. The
vocabulary has 750 words, covering about 400 place names and
other common words used in weather queries. On average, each
word contains 2.3 syllables. Chinese syllable initials and finals
(i.e., onsets and rhymes) are used as acoustic model units. The
baseline configuration uses segment models, a class bigram in
the forward Viterbi search and a class trigram in the backward
A� search.

Acoustic models were trained using 1,250 within-domainread
utterances, augmented with some 9,000 utterances from the
YINHE domain [2]. Many of theYINHE utterances contain En-
glish words as well as Chinese words that are out of the vocab-
ulary of theMUXING domain. In order to utilize as much data



as possible, we configured a syllable recognizer specifically for
deriving forced transcriptions for training. We also added a filler
acoustic model to account for all the English words, so that we
could skip the English words in an utterance and still use the rest
of it for training. We were able to double the effective number of
training tokens using this technique (from 236,760 to 440,947).

Once the system was available through telephone access, we col-
lected an additional 1000 spontaneous utterances of users inter-
acting with MUXING. We divided theMUXING data into two
approximately equal sets, a 400 utterance development set used
for tuning recognizer parameters, and a 450 utterance test set for
final evaluation.

2.2. Boundary Model Training

In addition to segment models,SUMMIT also utilizes boundary
models to provide contextual constraints. However, we have
not been able to train boundary models for the Mandarin rec-
ognizer in the past, due to the difficulty in manually grouping
cross-phone boundary classes based on phonological knowledge,
especially when training data are very sparse. To address this
problem, we have implemented a data-driven approach to derive
boundary classes automatically, using a decision-tree based clus-
tering technique.

Since it would be too computationally costly to derive all classes
from a single pool of data, we designed a two step process to im-
prove efficiency. We first define broad boundary classes, based
on some limited phonological knowledge of Chinese. For exam-
ple, syllable initials are grouped into stops, fricatives, etc., sylla-
ble finals on the left side are divided according to whether they
have a nasal ending, and finals on the right side are divided ac-
cording to their vowel nucleus, etc. Altogether, 41 broad bound-
ary classes were obtained in this way.

Each of the broad boundary classes is then divided into more
refined classes using decision tree clustering. Starting from a
root node, each split seeks the leaf node and the question that
maximizes the increase in log likelihood based on a single Gaus-
sian density function. The process stops when the log likelihood
increase falls below a threshold, or when a minimum count is
reached at each leaf. This ensures adequate training data for the
final boundary classes. The questions are based on phonolog-
ical features, such as place of articulation, the voiced/unvoiced
distinction, and retroflection. Individual phones are also consid-
ered, if data are sufficient. A total of 313 questions were asked
about the left and right side of the boundary models. However,
only a subset of them were effective for each broad class. We
chose the stop criterion as a minimum of 50 data samples per
leaf node, which reduced the boundary classes from the original
1,734 in the training data down to about 760.

2.3. Language Modeling

As mentioned previously, we have come up with a solution for
language modeling which solves the tokenization problem while
keeping the vocabulary down to a reasonable size. The lan-
guage model, which is a stochastic context-free grammar, con-
sists of two major components: (1) a classngram, and (2) a set of
context-free rules used to recursively expand each class into ter-
minal words. The language model is trained by parsing a corpus

using theTINA natural language formalism [7]. Each grammar
rule is decomposed into a set of trigrams linking left siblings
with possible right siblings, in the context of the parent. A set
of distinguished categories are identified as classes for the top-
layer classngram. Once the grammar is trained, it is written out
as a finite-state transducer, which can then be composed with the
lexicon to define the search space for recognition.

An example sentence, decomposed into grammar rules, is shown
in Figure 1. The highlighted categories are linked through the
classngram probabilities. Spacio-temporal trigrams are retained
only for the portions of the parse tree below these categories.

Sentence

Concept FillWord Concept

APlace

ACity

ChinaCity

bei3_jing

ATime

RelTime

Class

ForecastCity

zhe4di4_qu1 zhou1_mo4 tian1_qi4de5

de

Figure 1: A simple example to illustrate the stochastic context
free language model used in recognition. The highlighted cate-
gories are the ones involved in a classngram.

2.4. Recognition Performance

Table 1 summarizes the recognition performance using syllable
error rate on the development set and test set. After applying
boundary models in addition to segment models, the syllable er-
ror rate was reduced to 15.1% from the baseline performance
of 23.1% on the test set. When the class bigram and trigram
were replaced with the statistical hierarchical language model
obtained fromTINA, the error rate was reduced to 19.3%. When
both the boundary models and theTINA-based language model
were utilized, the error rate was further reduced to 13.9%.

Configuration Dev Set Test Set
Baseline 20.1 23.1
+ Boundary 14.5 15.1
+ Tina LM 17.9 19.3
+ Both 13.7 13.9

Table 1: Summary of syllable error rate in percentage.

3. LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING

The recognizer produces a set ofN -best hypotheses, which are
converted into a syllable graph and parsed byTINA , using a
Viterbi search, to produce the final meaning representation, or
semantic frame. The search algorithm utilizes linguistic scores
that are trained usingTINA ’s spacio-temporal trigram model.
The underbars are discarded prior to parsing, such that the fi-
nal organization of syllables into words is not necessarily the
same as the organization produced by the recognizer. Word rep-
resentations remain in pinyin format throughout, such that the
character representations are never identified. The grammar for



Semantic Frame:

{c weather_event
:pred

{p becoming
:topic

{q weather_act
:conditional "mostly"
:name "sunny"
:pred

{p in_time
:topic

{q time_of_day
:modifier "late"
:name "afternoon" } } } } }

Pinyin Paraphrase:

bang4 wan3 zhuan3 zhu3 yao4 wei2 qing2 tian1
(next to evening becoming mostly sunny)

Figure 2: Example semantic frame for the sentence, “becoming
mostly sunny in late afternoon,” along with its pinyin paraphrase.

understanding is distinct from the grammar used to train the rec-
ognizer language model, containing a much more detailed syn-
tactic and semantic description of the domain.

4. RESPONSE GENERATION

Response generation was probably the most challenging aspect
of MUXING. This is because the weather reports are avail-
able mainly in English, making response generation essentially
a translation task. Weather forecasts from the U.S. National
Weather Service, a main source for U.S. cities, are manually
prepared by weather forecasters, who are often quite expressive
in their narrations. Since Mandarin word order is significantly
different from English, it was interesting to determine whether
our tools for generation were sufficiently sophisticated to deal
with the word order constraints. We also encountered some in-
teresting cases where translations required many-to-many map-
pings, and where word sense disambiguations were necessary,
even though the domain of knowledge is restricted to weather.

TINA parses all incoming weather reports into semantic frames,
illustrated in Figure 2. These are paraphrased into Mandarin by
the newly developedGENESIS-II generation component [5]. The
outputs can appear in three distinct textual forms (pinyin, and
simplified and traditional Chinese characters), using a common
grammar file and separate vocabulary files for each format.

GENESIS-II applies recursive rewrite grammar rules that work
their way top down through the frame, beginning with the main
clause. For the most part, grammar rules were straightforward,
with a simple placement of constituents in the order in which
they should appear in the surface form realization. However,
several interesting challenges were identified, some of which
could be solved by altering either (1) the parse tree itself, to
reorganize the hierarchy in the frame, or (2) the mappings to
a semantic frame, for example, by distinguishing explicitly be-
tweenin timeandin loc. In other cases, a major reorganization
of the surface string could be effected by using a newly intro-
duced “pull” mechanism, which allows a higher level constituent

to pre-generate components from inside one or more of its de-
scendents. This technique was necessary for generating the tem-
poral modifier in the example, which, for Chinese, must appear
beforethe verb “becoming” (“zhuan3”).

Another interesting aspect of the example is the technique for
combining the two words “late” and “afternoon” to generate the
Chinese translation “bang4 wan3.” The problem is that it is not
possible to choose a single meaning for “late” that is correct for
“morning,” “afternoon,” and “evening,” and likewise, it is not
possible to choose a single word for “afternoon” that is correct
for “early,” “late,” or no qualifier. Figure 3 shows the vocabu-
lary entries that achieve this multi-word translation, where the
modifier, “late” sets the selector$:late, which then controls the
lookup from the vocabulary entry for “afternoon.”

late $:asnoun “wan3 xie1 shi2 hou4” ; $:late
afternoon “xia4 wu3” $:late “bang4 wan3”
evening “wan3 jian1” $:early “bang4 wan3”

$:late “ye4 jian1”

Figure 3: Vocabulary entries to illustrate mechanisms to cre-
atively combine two words into a single mapping.

The weather domain contains a rich set of descriptive modifiers,
whose temporal order varies significantly from language to lan-
guage. An example is “brief light early morning rain.” We as-
signed these modifiers to a small number of logical groups such
as “:tempqualifier,” (temporal) and “:locqualifier” (location).
However, some words were inappropriately assigned according
to their expected positional constraints in Chinese. GENESIS-
II provides a mechanism to allow a vocabulary item to gener-
ate a[:key value]pair that is inserted directly into the semantic
frame. This mechanism leads to essentially post-hoc editing of
the frame to reassign inappropriately labelled keys, and, conse-
quently, to reposition their string expansions in the surface form
generation. In the example in Figure 4, the word “brief,” orig-
inally assigned as a “:qualifier,” generates to a null string, but,
as a side effect, gets retagged as a “:timequalifier,” with the ap-
propriate Chinese translation as its value. It subsequently obeys
ordering constraints of all other temporal qualifiers, rather than
those of qualifiers, as desired.

The second example in Figure 4 concerns word sense disam-
biguation. The word “light” translates differently for “light rain,”
(xiao3) and “light wind” (wei1). The grammar rule for “wind”
sets up a $:WIND selector, which then controls the selection of
the appropriate word sense.

(1) brief “” :time qualifier “zai4 duan3 shi2 jian1 nei4”
(2) light “xiao3” $:wind “wei1”

Figure 4: Lexical entries to illustrate (1) mechanisms to reassign
the key for a vocabulary entry, and (2) mechanisms for word
sense disambiguation. See text for details.

5. WEATHER DATABASE

In addition to issues concerning recognition and understanding
of Mandarin Chinese, we felt thatMUXING should be able to talk



about a larger set of Chinese cities thanJUPITER. We have added
a total of 96 more cities specifically forMUXING, 78 in mainland
China and 18 in Taiwan. This has required adding a new source
of weather data from the Web to find forecasts for these cities.

With so many more cities, we could no longer enumerate the en-
tire set in response to queries such as “What cities do you know
in China?” TheJUPITER domain makes use of a hierarchy of
cities, states, and regions in the U.S., and an equivalent hierar-
chy of cities, provinces, and regions was created for mainland
China and Taiwan forMUXING. Queries that result in too many
cities to speak are automatically processed through this hierar-
chy (in both English and Chinese), resulting in responses aimed
at focusing the user on a particular geographic region (e.g., “I
know of the the following regions in China, ...”).

Both MUXING andJUPITERuse the same dialogue manager and
database server, meaning that all forecasts are available and able
to be understood and paraphrased in either language. However,
we believed that most U.S.-based, English-speaking users of
JUPITERwould be concerned with a larger set of American cities
while Chinese-speaking users ofMUXING would know and care
about a larger set of Chinese cities. Since information about the
specific domain language is encoded in the frame that is sent to
the dialogue manager, we are able to restrict queries toJUPITER

to a small set of well-known, large Chinese cities, whileMUXING

is correspondingly more restricted in the U.S. cities it knows.
Once we have obtained a full set of responses to a query such
as “What cities do you know in Shandong province” or “Where
is it raining in New England” we useGENESIS-II ’s paraphrasing
mechanism as a way of filtering out cities that we have decided
to treat as unknown to eitherJUPITERor MUXING.

6. SYNTHESIS

Currently, MUXING utilizes a Mandarin text-to-speech system
provided to us by the Industrial Technology Research Institute.
We have recently assembled a preliminary Mandarin Chinese
speech synthesis system using an updated version of our corpus-
based waveform concatenation synthesizer,ENVOICE [6].

TheENVOICEsynthesizer performs unit selection using a phono-
logical criterion, whereby concatenation and substitution costs
are determined based on local phonetic context. Equivalence
classes are used to group phones into sets which exhibit similar
concatenation behavior, and can thus share the same concatena-
tion or substitution costs. For our preliminary work with Man-
darin Chinese, equivalence classes were essentially the same as
for English (e.g., manner and place of articulation), except that
the phoneme inventory was based on Mandarin syllable initials
and finals, as it was for the recognizer. Other minor modifica-
tions included a new contextual class for retroflexed consonants
used in calculating substitution costs.

Lexical modeling uses a two-stage process, implemented with
finite-state transducers, to expand the tokenized Chinese char-
acters generated byGENESIS-II into syllable initials and finals.
First, tokenized characters (encoded inUNICODE 3) are mapped
into individual pinyin symbols. Then, these pinyin symbols are

3We have been usingUNICODE, an international encoding understood by
most Web browsers, for multi-lingual development. See http://www.unicode.org
for more details.

expanded into initials and finals, the fundamental synthesis units.

Our efforts in developing this preliminary system are continuing.
Some long-term research issues in Chinese synthesis include
treating lexical tones along with their associated tone sandhi
phenomena and increasing coverage of vocabulary and sentence
structures. Improving vocabulary coverage may require study
of the transliteration process for foreign names. There are often
patterns in how phonetic and graphemic sequences from foreign
languages are translated to Chinese characters. For example,
“ton” in “Boston”, “Houston”, and “Washington” all translate
to the same Chinese character, pronounced “dun4.” This shared
unit could then be reused. These and other issues will form the
basis for further synthesis research.

7. SUMMARY

This paper describes our effort in developingMUXING, a
telephone-based conversational system that allows users to ac-
cess weather information in Mandarin Chinese over the tele-
phone. In particular, we focused our discussion on Mandarin-
specific changes to our originalJUPITERsystem.

MUXING is a system under active development. We have thus far
used it to collect some 1200 sentences from 235 Chinese speak-
ers in the Greater Boston area, and have used these data for sys-
tem evaluation and refinement. In the coming months, we expect
to continue this data collection process, perhaps in collaboration
with organizations in a Chinese speaking region, so that it may
achieve performance similar toJUPITER.
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